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Report
In the period from April 2016 until May 2017, following significant events took place:
Annual meeting on April 30, 2016 in Hamburg
The essential decisions of the General Meeting:
-

German professional Association, Bund Internationaler Detektive (BID)hosted IKD Congress
2016 in Hamburg together with its Annual Meeting. We stated that the event of IKD and BID
was for all parties a success. 19 member organizations followed our invitation to Hamburg
and we had even further 16 guests more in attendance.
We reached some attention from the public, which has been documented with the greeting
of the Interior Senator of Hamburg.

-

Awarding of the certificate of the IKD for BID-Continuing-Professional-DevelopmentProgramme. BID is the first national PI professional association which got it.

-

BID provided our own contribution to Association for strengthening the IKD with our
proposal of establishing a "European PI Competence Centre". Our IKD-delegate was chair of a
committee for prepare a document, a framework which should be the basic for building the
"European PI Competence Centre". The document was sent to the board on October 30,
2016. (this document was sent the IKD members in May 2017)

-

The Association organized two more Professional works hops for PI.
1. Salzburg /Austria
part of our planned BID-Continuing Professional Development.
Theme: OSINT
Meeting was open for public in special for all IKD members, we had 42
participants.
2. Aschaffenburg
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR; Regulation (EU) 2016/679) their
implementation of the Directive in Germany and their consequences PI-service in
Germany.

-

One member of the Association undertake a survey
o On satisfaction with the work of the Board
o Satisfaction with the amount of membership fees
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o The design of the annual meeting
o Satisfied with the accompanying vocational training
All in all, the membership confirmed in the anonymous survey, a general satisfaction with the
requested topics, including the work of the Board.
-

During the annual meeting it was organized an auction;
the auction was carried out in benefit of a street worker organization. A street-art-artist
produced for the participants three pictures (about PI-profession). The results of EUR 2190
were fully paid to the association "GANGWAY" (social association).
http://gangway.de/wir-freuen-uns-ueber-eine-spende-des-bundes-internationaler-detektivebid/
http://www.bid-detektive.de/mitgliedsbereich/auktion/

-

BID worked strongly for create and implanted standards in our profession. A small group of
members worked in a workshop of "DIN SPEC", a group that prepare standards for our
professional work. (DIN, Deutsches Institut für Normung e. V./ DIN German Institute for
Standardisation). On June 1, 2017 the project came into the public.
In short: the group create specification for our industry in Germany (DIN-Specification);
specifications, which are not mutually exclusive, it is strategic instruments, which open up
markets, it secure our marked and secure our clients.
(British Standards, BS 102000were a model for it, but not a copy, it is specified to the German
market with consequences to the international market).

-

Next annual meeting of BID will take part in April 2017 in Prague/Czech.
A joint meeting with the Czech colleagues is planned.
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